
hello. 

claire@clairepotterdesign.com      @clairepotter



so - what do we do?

interior design and architecture / landscape design / product design (reuse based)�…



how did it all start�…? 



how did it all start�…? 



how did it all start�…? 



how did it all start�…? 





BA(hons) Interior Architecture.



BA(hons) Interior Architecture.





saville jones architects�…



2008 �– NS&I sponsored garden for BBC Gardeners�’ World at the NEC�…



2008 �– NS&I sponsored garden for BBC Gardeners�’ World at the NEC�…*

*and we got to meet 
Alan Titchmarch



claire potter design is a multi-faceted eco design
studio based in Brighton, committed to producing
innovative, ethical and sustainable solutions for
interior architecture, landscape and product
design projects�… (2008)
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claire potter design is a multi-faceted design
studio based in Brighton, committed to producing
innovative, ethical and sustainable solutions for
interior architecture, landscape and product
design projects�… (2015)



local / natural / reclaimed materials�…
salvaged / industrial goods�…
traditional methods / contemporary methods�…
productive spaces / internal planting�…
working WITH a space, not against it�…
design for disassembly from the start�…
cradle to cradle methodology�…
designing for the circular economy�…



so. what is the circular economy? 
it�’s just how the natural world works�…



we currently live, work, produce and consume, 
globally in a linear nature�…









design is intent.



so why would we intend to create 
something that is�…

- harmful to produce
- has a built in obsolescence
- cannot be repaired or recovered
- has a linear life of cradle to grave�…?





we can make stuff better. 





hiSbe Food�… 



hiSbe Food�… 



mini murmurations�…(white night)



FIXPERTS �– master fixpert and sugru ninja�…



edible office�… (concept space)



green bean trailers�…



studio loo�… (as it was)



studio loo�… (as it was)



studio loo�… (as it is now)



studio loo�… (as it is now)



studio loo�… (as it is now)



seedballs not gumballs�…



future�…





Thanks for listening �–
any questions? 

claire@clairepotterdesign.com      @clairepotter




